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4
FOREWORD

The Vocational Education Study' Project ha5,already 'slated its

intention to publish, papers, accounts of inquiries, and results 'of

selected research projects eivging.from its work. These publication's

are in additlan.p The Interim Report bn the Study, which the National

Institute of Education transmitted to the President and to the

Cpngress, and-to The Final -Report, scheduled to. be transmitted by

September.- 30, 1981,, as the'rducitton Ahentments of 1976 require.
.

0

, 1

Cqdrdinating Federal Programst Vocational Education and cel'A is
/- ..

the Vocational Education Study's seventh' publication. '' It IS the

undertaken by members of theillproduct of ong of several research efforts

Vocational Education Study staff. This publication looks at, the 1 gis-

lative requirements for coordination between the Vocational Education

Act df 1963, as amended, and he ComprehgnOve Employment and Training
1

Act of 1973, as amended. It describes attemptsemade to 'interrelate the

two, and analyzes the nature of the.primlems associated with realizing

legislative mandates for coordinating Federal policies with different

.aims, programmatic instruments, and administrative

pieces1,of legislation face reauthorizatision, and thiS

information on what has been accompli

t

hed >through.

mechanisms. Both

monograph pro4ides

previous statutory

provisions designed to effect coordina ion. In )ddition, it also has

implications for Federal humareresourc policy b/oadly conceived.

Henry Day d'

Study Dir ctor

Gerry"Hen rickson
Study Project Assistant Director

a
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PREFACE

,

The ,implementation of Perceived solutions,to social problems is

one of the more difficult taskl in the domain of public policy. Mount-

in% an attack upon poverty /seeking to reduce unemployment, or protect:.

'ing civil rights, for example,.are,complix and uncertain activitjes

w ge goals are not only mote easily,stated thah ape the means for

real in tqem but may also be frustrated or defeated by the ways in

which thehans are implemented. .

-

'Laws are seldom finely tuned devices. While the gals ofrleoisla-
.

tion may be achieving Cparticular strategy or coordinating and inte-

grating strategies, the resUlt is more often than not discord arid cop-.

'fusion, rather than alwell /planned synergy. Such an outcome is not

necessarily caused either by the legislation or by the administrative

interpretations of what a labels perceived to be achieving.

i Laws have histories, and the intent of any statute may be subject

t

i

chappon the course of its development: As. in any evolutionavf--___
,, - .L.

p ocess, lags in implementing the intent of the law may occur, espe-,
ially among'the managers of the 1,egis4ation, those who admidlster it

at various levels of government, and those for whom it was enacted.

!These relationships are not systematic, static, or simple, and may in

ll

fact be an argument for conceiving orf policies as being roughly honed,

I

rather than .fine-tuned and hkving coarse rather'than subtle effects.

Furthermore, when a piece of legislation attempts to remedy a social

I
problem and create additional changes in the intent of that law, the

A

web of interactions becomes kll the more complex.

These observations are clearly illustrated by the story of the

Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended, and its relatiogship to

the Comprehensive Employment and' Training Adrt of 19731 That histOry

r. w,

e/ :IC 44? '11
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has been recorded

paper attempts

lessons it

I wou1

-
in.a variety of forms--oral as well written.

to piece together that history in order to learn

might holdfor further reauthocizations.

ld like tdthank. the_ciany persons who have criticized

ti

This

what

and

commented on"the various drafts orthi't paper. These include Or. Henry

,Daioid and thememlier6 of,the VoCational Education Stkry Staff, Kathleen

Hug of NIC's Publications Tice, Robert Eckert of Semerade Assoclates;

Michael Brown of the U.S. Conference of Mayors, Cur Aller 'of the.

Center for Applied Manpower Research, and Witham M rengoff of "the.

Bureau of Social Science Research. Tha ideas and o nions epressed,

,however,4are toSe of the author, and do not necessarily represent the

views of any of these individuals, the National histitute of Education,
iw

or the U.S.Depatm ent of Education. ,

August 1981.

Rodney Riffel

,

Vocationhl Education Study

v1
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COORDINATING FEDERAL PROGRAMS: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ANDCETA

. .
The relationship betWeen.the Vocational Education Act of 1963, as

amended, henceforth referred to bs thesVEA, the Comprehensive Em-.

ployment.and Training of 1973, commonly eferred to asCETA, is a

complex one that has been developing foes. nearly two d&cades. While the

legislative structure of this recationshipchas undergone many changes

during that time, much ofIthe activity resulting from ,these changes has

been generated by factors outside the la;t, such as the behaAor of,pu6a

lic employees and government agencies and -their perc,ptions of the
. -

(goals Of the legislation. However, the story is much more than a f':

chronicle of the education and the employment and training communities.

It illustrates fundamental 'problems in attempting to derive a Federal

policy for resolving a perceived social Firoblem that involves many par-

ticipahts. .

The Evolution of'Vocational Education and Manpower, Programs

Both vocational education and manpower, (more recently ,renamed erq-

ployment and training) programs are placed. Within the area of policy

commonly referred to'as hUmen resources. Here the similarity *between'

the programs ends. While both al:se concerned with the development of

individuals, the prolgrels have different goals .end operate under very

different circumstances. Moreover, the r lationship between vocational

education and CE'TA has unS rgone Seve al transformations -during a Wk-
.,

tOry that began before ither piece of legislation existed in its cur-

rent form. The most significaht antecedent was the Manpower Develop-

ment and Training Act of,1962 (MDTA). The relationship established

then'has not been forgottrn by current practitioners, who often refer

to it as an ideal. '

Prelude to.the Education Amendments of 1976

. The Manpower, and Developthent Training Act waS administratively
41



analogous to the VEA parkicularly. in tontaining mechahisms for,

providing financial assistance to the 'States. While the VEA provides

funds Wety for vocational education, the originalorDTA' had aTi.tle

"Trainingand Skills Development Programs," with a Part A entitled

."Duties of e Secretary of tabor," and Part 8 entitled "Duties of/the

Secretary Health, Education, and. Welfare."' The Secretary of

Labor wastb Make referrals to the Secretary Of Health, Education, and

Welfare forindividdals with such needs as occupational training, Sob

counseling'and testing, and the basic educational training., The DREW

Secretary, in tupn, was to make agreements with State vocational efluca-

tiodniagencieS to provide occupational training .and with other State

agencies to satisfy other needs. State vocational education ag encies

were thus an integral part of the Federal strategy, although the Con-

Aress did offer a cauponary nole: The influx of MDTA dollars was not

cto allow the States to reduce their levels of funding for vqkational

education and training provided by the Smith-Hughes Vocational Educa-

, ttop Act or the VOcational Education Act of 1946, a procep formally

referred to as "maintenance of State effort."2 This point was the

sole cross reference by MDTA of,,federally supported vocational

education programs. .

Thie language established a precedent for the administration and

the coordination of programs; the vestiges of which still exist despite

thanges in these lawi. The first attempt at coordination between the

laws was unique for its administrative clarity. . First, authority and

responsibility were specifically allocated. Although the labor commun-

lity, more specifically the Department of Labor, was thesenior partner

under MDTA, it was operated as a joint program. In-school training

prograMs were,the province of the Department of Health, Ed4ation, and

Welfare; out-of:school programs were under the jurAsdiction of the De-

partment of Labor.3 To facilitate these efforts, the DHEW's Office

of Education (OE) established a Division of .Manpower. Development

Training. ,



I

SecOnd,,tbe interaction between manpower and education legislation
4

was, for programmatic, purposes and unilateral in direct,i,on. Coordina-

tion was 'referenced- through employment -and training .policy, not

vocatiqnal education policy.

/
Finally, the MDTA formulated two approachesrViat presaged concerns

of the late seventies. The first was purely advnistrative: 'coopers=

tion was to occur through agreemerkts among the various agencies,or pro-
.

grams that pr2vided vocational eduCation and training.. The second es-

,
tablished what can be best described as a functional perspective toward

education: different kindsof eduCation such as occupational training

and basic skills instruction Ife neceissary for manpower development,

which, on the State leOel, were functions administered by d'i'lerent

agencies. At no point in what was to become a rapidly evolving vela-
,

tionship between education and employment and training policy was the )

cooperative relationship More clearly defined than under. the ,origindS

MDTA. MDTA invoked a. Federal -State partnership. OOL, through its

States and local counterparts, tested and referred individuals to local

education agencies,(LEAs). DHEW, through its State vocational educa-

tion bureaus and LEAs, conducted the training. Upon the completion of

training, the EmployMent Service was responsible for placements.

In the middle sixties, as coordination with vocation 1-educatio6

r and MDTA was being attempted, two questions were being asked; The

first bears indirectly on coordination: What mix of basic skills in-
.

struction and liocationalb training is necessary for obtaining employ-

ment? The second directly relates to the organization of .coordinated

programs: Who should conduct that' training? Although both questions

still remain unanswered today, they have appeared in Varying reincarna-

tions in the ensuing'20 years. In fact, the vPistory of coordination

between education and manpower programs can be summarized as successive

attempts to answer these questions.",

-3-
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Instruction in basic education has rig been viewed as.the primary .

task of public education. Therefore, it was not Surprising that in the

early days of MDTA the concept of the skills center, .which combined

basic skills instruction with occupational training, emerged from the

OE's Office of Manpower Development and Tralning. These center's, along

with projects providing group or clast instruction, and, pn Indtvid41
r

referral program, werse the three types of training. projects provided

under MDIA.4 On-the-job /training was another: program that, had in-

creased.popularity1Ting MDTA.

Irf the middle-and late sixties change's occurred in both pieces of

legislation. The Manpower Development and Training Act originally had

been designed to serve those individuals whose occupations were expect-

ed to become technologically obsolete and to train' individuals for

Vital occupations wher, critical shortages were pr ojected, The -1965

amendments added a focus 'on the unemployed and on,prpviding "brief re- ,

fresher or reorientation education and courses for further.employ-

ment."5 At the same time the Federal Government, as part of Presi-

dent Lyndon Johnson's Great Society grogram, was estOdishing a series.

of separate employment and training. policies (such as the Economic

Opportunity Act of 1964) to serve the economically disadvantaged.1 MDTA
Sr

was, also redirected to serve this population, and was given responIi-

btlity for.many of these prograMis, ,such as the Job Corps, which had

been housed In the Office of Economic Opportunity. These programs thus ,

gained a uniform administrative base in the DOL.., They were also" simi-

lar policies, and as such they were connecting or counterbalancing in.

intent.' Moreover, they represented pieces of eat, in retrospect, ep-

pears. to have been a treadvn tie development of a Federal human re-

soureq policy: a concern for, providing remedial, or compensatory

services.

With the shift in MDTA toward targeting programs to disadvantaged

individuals, questions regarding training tactics began to be raised.

-4-
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The different employment and training needs o different opulat4ons

suggested-that there was do one best method e ducationufor meeting

those needs. This inevitably inv,olved a review of those organizations

conducting the training' programs when &DTA was `reauthorized 'in
Y II

'1968.6 .

.

The admihiStrtati've correlates of these issues remain some of the

most,visible concerns of cutrentioordination efforts. Academic credit

for, work experience, the substance of nonfinancial agreements, an'tven

.the contentof management information systems all derive from program-

matic concerns regarOng the type-of training 'and the type-6f prepara-

tion needed for employment and, as well, who should provide "this train-

While the role of education had historically been quantitative

(i.e., providing access to education to large numbesof
4

in the sixties the .Federal role became increasingly qualitative. The .

4
Federal Government no longer. focused principally on providing access to

general educational facilities and services to large numbers of indi-

'''viduals. That goal had been accomplished, at least for the majority.of,

the population, the new target of Federal concern was those popula-

tions, he disadvantaged and later the handicapped, whose educational

7
needs were special or compensatory. The enactment of the Elementary

apd Secondary .Education Act of 1965,0as thus mtior/P-precedent, not

'only in terms'of targeting funds to special populatipns, but also...in,

terms of increasink the Federal role in eduCation; which, by the'te'nth

amendment ,to' the Constitution, is a State and local function. Like-

wise, in 1963.and-again in 1968, thelFederill vocational education lei-

islation underwent_AaSor changes. This legislation had, traditionally,

focused on curricuTaA-and prOgrammaticareas, such as agriculture and

homemaking education. The;Songress began adding social policy dimen-

sions by amending the legislation to include a focus ort special target

.popeations--the handicapped and the socioeconomically and the

4
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, academically disadvantaged. This trend ocontidged. In the Education..

Amendment's' of 1974, limited.EnglIsh-speaking persons joined the list of

special needAppulations, and a-bilingual vocational trajnin,; program
'..

was added to the VEA legislatifn.7
'

. .
/

.

.-
,1" e

The Creation of the Odsientary and Secondary Education Act and the
-'- .

addition of social,
/

policy dimensions to:theAocational Education Act

were not independent actions by the- Nigress Because both pteCeirof

legislation were prepared by ,the' saMe Congressional subcommittee,

themes within one statute- Were Pound to have some influence on the
1 . . ,

.

other. It appears thatifrom a Congressional perspective, the Federal

role iii education was to supplement and`counterbalance the roles of

State and local agencies. On the other hand, the .major professional

association and lobby group for vocational education, the American

VOcational Association1AVA, formerly known as the National Society for

. Promotion of Industrial Education, which was instrumental in lobbying

for the first vocational educationegnslation in 1917)%'hid created a

manpower division wherl_ MDTA w.n, passed. It remains organized
.

by

,curricula'' areas; rather thad by target populations or social

concerns. 4 44
,

. .
.

,..

Consensu's on the .goals -of vocational education differs among the

various parties respontible for its development, management, and use.

The perceptiod asitositt role and purpose are many,. The lack of 51ngu-

larity Of purpose for vocational illucation among its vested interests
%

-s.-1 maitinues to have ramifiCatioT for iis"coordipation.
,

. .. ...

....

a
..

.

Adding a bomplex,Diglension to the Relationship )

1 ,

Creating the CETA system. The 'bepartment of Labor' Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act vias passed in 1973, andiiith' its creation

.the relationship-between Federal education policy Ind e6ployment and

training policy became more complex. CETA absOrPed the manpower
....

ts

. 1. '''''

N F

12
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programs ohe previous decadei8 and shifted 'control over enployment

andtraining program 'from Federal to.floCal authorities.

.
d

The )oval officials who ran the CETA programs were not inexPeri-

V

enced for this. new ')task. The Federal government had

trainirmg for their new role through various difie Soc

' They had also gained experience from the Consolidated

Planning Systerd (CAMPS) created in 1967, which laid the

\r the local planning required under the CETA system.
Art

prbvided them

iety programs.

Area Manpoviee

groundwork for
d

- , - CETA is 'often referred as one manifestation of the New Feder- '

. .

,
. sponsors, and left decisions on. the uses, of. t6se funds largely in

.their.hands. Wieth-local politicians making the decisions about Federal

2
empJoyment and training dollaand with ,a large part of revenues by-

,
.

passing State agencies,the administrative link between ,public educa- .
. . i .41, ,

0
tion and the -Department Of Labor was broken, Moreover, unlike MDTA,

.

which essentiallysp, of education generically, CETA was more selec-

tive in its flew of edlAion. EducaVon'syrole became more specialii-,J.

ted, as evidenced by 'references 40 the legislation to the Commis's-loner
.

of Education, community colleges; local eddcation agencies, and vote-

tional education and training facilities, to name a few. The prime

sionsorstdevel-oped written agreements with a variety of training

facilities V serve a variety of:populaliOns. ./Ifs strateg9ii:emaAs

the fundameRal strategy for deployingresources in the CON. system,

even though it is she reverse of Federal assistante to public 'educla-
,

. tion,_where contractual relattdhships are more the exception than the

Cule.B 7
.

. .

alism since it gave funds directly localities, referred toas prime

Education's new role. The1973 CETA legislition went beyond mere

program operation in encouragingiollaborativ plan ning. State Boards

, 4
;of Vocational Education were to be represeeked on the State Manpower

, re,/""

"lc

Services Councils (SM6Cs), and the\prline sponsors' plans fa* '
.

3.
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applicatAln were to include "a description of the manppwer need.of

local governments And of local education agencies within fhelarei to be

Afri terved together with the -Tment4 of such agencies where appropri-

ate:..."10

The 1973 versi4of CETA did not refer to the odat onal Education

'Act of 1963, as amended. The most prominetit mention of vocati4nal

cation in the CETA jegislation isfound,in Title'I, "Comprehensive Man-
.

power SerQfces." Section 112 of that title, "Supplemental Vocational

Education Assistance," .mandates that 5,percent of the funds available

to the Secretary of Labor are to be made'in "grants to Governors to.

provide financial assistance through State vocational education boards,

to provide needed vocational ,education .services in areas served gy

lAlme sponsors.". This section is the only one that mandates that

Federal funds' from CETA Orograms be directly applied to vocational.

education programs. While education, and far that matter vocational

education, reyeiveS frequent mention in the CETA legislation, other

-e.,,,,funds are permitted but not mandated for education programs. The 5

,percent was intended to assure participation of the State \vocational
.

education'sys.tem in CETA, but not to replaceilocal eflorts. The unique

feature of this 5- percent set aside is that the funds go through the

States,, not, directly to the local level, which departs from the

philosophy of the "New Fede ism."
AI'

The administration or* s monies is-not simple. *CETA fundslitMe

first allocated to the Gove rs. Although they may_keep a.small per-
,

centagetfor administration if they'so choose, they in tyrn notify in

writing, thtSta6 tocational education board andreach-pgime sponsor of

the fUnds available wifhin a prtne sponsor's area. The 'Ow sponsor.
fhen develops a nonfinancial agreement with the Statevocational educa-

tion board 'planning for the expenditure of fhe funds1 from the Governor

by the State vocational educatfon board in the prime sponsor's area.,

t

-8-
14
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-The 1973 version of CETA made one additional requirement of some

historical note in considering the 1976 Education Amendments. Section

564 of the CETA legislation created the National Commission for Man-

power Policy and charged that body 'with reviewing problems in coordi-

nating CETA with

tion Act Mt not

Ocorisider, it was

,other related programs. While the Vocational Educa
. ,

specified ,in the legislation as a related program

discused in.the Commission's report, which observe

. . Overall tpere is little evidence of coordination betweenrCETA

and vocational education programs. Since both programs pro-

vide manpower services and have considerable overlap on cli-

ents they serve, closer Cpgrdinetion in planning and servic

delivery seems essential."

The report added that the regulations proposed by HEW requir ng State

Manpower)Servtce Council review and comment on State vocatio al educa-

tiontion plans would Peta,ttep in improving Coordination.

4

Prior to enactment of the Education Amendments of 197

tional.educikion 1Vgislation recognized employment and tr

Elation, but only in a nominal manner andfOr4purposes of

procedure and of preventing the comingling of funds. I

tional Education Act of 1963 noted that a basic'VEA gr

could not bedused for vocationalteducatian under MDT

lingual vocational programs were introduced in the Educ

of 1974, the legislation stipulated that: "The regula

lines...shall be consistent with those...pursuant to

the_ Compr ehensive Employment and Training Act pf 1

ous attention to the coordination between CETA and voc

.legislation first appeared in 1976 when CETA and

amended.to include interlocking council memberships.

only instance of a joint or uniform mandate between t

programs.

-9-
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i The 1973 CETA legislation saw a change in the relationship between

DREW and DOL, beginning with sa. lengthy memorandum between the two agen-
.4,

cies clarifying, their roles with respect to the legislation.14

This led a few months Later to the establishment of an Office of Man-

power within OE's Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.5 .

Developing technical assistancd. As the Federal' Government's ad-

Anistrative component was being developed, so were a series: of docu-

ments setting forth technical assistance for program coordination.

While not required by the legislation, a.number of pers were prepared

by 'various agencies that explored; variety of planni issues and the

rudiments of coordinated planning. These aids became more prevalent

when MOTA and a series of other manpower Aograms were combined in the

Comprehensive Employment." and Training Act of 1973. Although. these

papers, for the most part) describe programs that no longer exist, they

are noteworthy in presenting the first stages of Federal -thinking on

how coordination might be planned: Moreover, efforts to, disseminate

ChfOrmation on program 4robrdination were not limited one Federal

agency. . Both DOL ,and DHEW are ileprated in the literature.16

One document presaged current thinking by developing for manpower plan-%
.

Ring a matrix of 43'HE4 programs cross-referenced with services,offeced

by CETA.17 Another spOke candidly ..to a fact, often ignored in to

day's coordination efforts, that would resurfate in the 1976-amendmen

and later CETA

Coordination for its own sake ha's no particular value.
What matters are the results of the coordination and how
they serve the interest of all concerned.18

#6,

sit
Coordination, as viewed by the Congress, has never beed an end,

but rather, a means rto heeting the needs of individuals for education

and training for em ployment. It is highly likely that in some in-

stances coordination day, not be necessary or preferred. This point,

esSentiall$ a question''of strategy, has often been forgotten in the
.

attempts by the administcration.to implement the l$islation.
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Aew4dMtnistratqe concerns. The chan

the consolidation of several employment an

greater change in the Administmation of tra

types of pr grams. Within the education comm

tially more ifficult for State officials

the States were no longer a major recipient

e from MDTA to ,CETA, with

training programs, saw a

ning programs than in the

nity, the change was ini-

n it was for LEAs since

f Federal employment and

tratning funds. The fact that dollars were avarded by competitive con-

tract, rather than exclusively, created the .14e,tension later on the

. /Vocal level since public education wSs not automatically written into

the CETA lOis1ition.19 Prime sponsors were free t15' choose who

they ;wished to fund: The problem for vocational educatory Was

characterized by one study as "Unlearning MDTA."20

A

I

Under 1(4;TA, State agencies had had a central role in employment

and training programs, but the decentr'&ization of the administr01.041

oe'these programs under CETA led to a declining role of State agencies'

in,dispersing.Fedoral funds. By 1977,,, 17 percent decrease from 1975

levels was noted in the share of the Governors' special CETA funds giv-

en to State agencies. 'State agencies, rather than local ones, still

adilionistered the largest share of the Governors' funds (45.9 percent of

the total dollars available to the Goyernors).21 The change was
A

not rapid, but the iinfluence of local governments, community-based

organizations, and similar organizations over funds that had been pre-
(

vibusly allocated to State units was increasing. Moreover, the Gov-
.

ernors., serving in the role. of balance-of-Stateprime sponsors, had

additidnal monies available to hell: Further, the governors' use of

the request for proposal (RFP), as an administrati'e pro!edure for dis-

pensing fundsr caused the observation that: "The RFP process, which

promotes competition among agencies, does not lend itself well to such

complex intergovernmental errangements."22 Deemphasfzing the State
r
agencies and the resulting. decentFalization of dollars represented a

form of competition among organizations for those dol 'Iars. I.



Thi,s chaOe illustrates a central prob em to efforts to promote

coordination. Policies that attempt to be ompl$x can also be equally

insensible. While any comprehensive approach to coordinating Federal-

human resources policy assumes coordination in the administration of

education and empl6Yment and trayle(ng programs, the problem of Competi-

tion,is inherent. I stems fromithe question of how resources should

be allocated. A comprehensive policy depends on a number of organiza-

tions or agencies for its implementation. And the niber of organiza-

tions involved will have an effect on the propEwtional share of re-

sources all
,

ated to each organization. Increasing the number of par-

ticipants may have a rationale for 'sound policy planning, but it can

have dysfunct nal effects on implementation of the same policy.

,E0 Whether or'not e resources change accordingly,. increasing the number

of participants necessarily creates competitibm for those resources.

When changes do *cur, it is not easy to determine whether the effect

on the implementation of tfie. policy is direct or indirect, but it is

not hard):to notice when thee, change occurs.
f

a

The transition from MOTA,t0 CETA sale an increase in the role of
.

community-based organization (CBOs) in provia)eg training programs

which had closer ties to disaduptaged and minority populations than

more established institutions such as schools. CBOs such as the Urban

Leagut urger -JOBS for*Progress, Inc. ran training erograms; the flow

of funds.to CBOs for These pralrams'increased under CETA,23

44,44,
000

CBs also had close ties with local political networks. The tran-

sition to a decenthliled Federal policy, with an increased local role

indeciding how'funds were to be sport, added to the increased, role of

CBOs ~in providing training services. But the CB0s,were marl than al-

ternative'organi2ations for providing programs, They also delivered

alternat(ve v.ocational 'curricurt, as e
.

ifiet by Career Intern Pro-

gram o f the OpportunitieSfIndustralization,Cen r's-of America.

ti
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The' targeting of Federal programs to the disadvantaged and other

special populations kighllghted a consideration relevant to formulating

strategies far providing training: alternati.ves to public education

programs and organizations may be necesslryrto prepare special populo-
4

tions for employment. For some groups access to the labor market might

not be best facil4tated by the traditional means of preparat.icinfered

by the public scliools--the usual means of entrance being programs run

by those institutions. Ihe Federal Government had alre'ady led in this

e-aK- with Ithdition b' establishing under MDTA the skill centers,

whih had open entry-open exit programs that changed both' the time

r equired for enrolltient in the schools and the nature of instruc-

tion.24 A paradox was thus emerging:. The attempt to develop a

r comprehensive employment and training policy was increasing the

competitvo for Federal dollars_Mong the very organizations from whom

coordination was deemed desiratrle. ,DecentralizatIon of administration

offered by CETA also led to diversification amongivarrOus deliverers

and admilpistrative comn_ents of ,that policy. As more organizations

became involved 4n the delivery of vocatonal education programs, the

role of ,public vocational education institutions became more refined.

Thy deTivery system thus became more complex. Any consideration of

ipoordinating vocational education, wi-th the ,CETA system required the

identification of vocational.education as a curriculum, a program, or

an organihtion. The Education Amendments of 1976 required a fourth

clarifier: planning.

7

Introducing toordinaatTlanning

The Education Amendments of 1976

The Education Amendhents of 197625 moved toward a nyw stage in

1

the developmeatgof a. coordinated Federal human resources policy rween

1 vocational educa'tion and CETA brograms The formal, language, intrb-

duced in the VEA nd in the subsequent amendments to, CETA, specified

A
-13-
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4

coordinated planning between programs.pqnsored by the two acts.

.
1

Perceptions about what is coordination to accomplish were many,

and most departed from the language of the joint mandates introduced in

the 1976 Education Amendments. At no potht during the rea44Ktzation

hearings was coordination Oith CETA mentioned as a strategy for

the disadvantaged, not is this contained in the legislation. Moreov r,

the issue of duplication of services is not addressed in the legisla-

tion. Program coordination was viewed by the Congress as a function of

planning, and the mandates for planning address only the use of re-

sources. But the specifit resources to be coordinated are not dis-

cussed. Beyond the mention of a joint planning effort, no value or

judgment is attached to actual coordination efiorts that emerged. Co-

ordination as mandated is neither destra6le nor necessary. AlthoUgh

the amendments specified an 'dministratip mechanism to coordinate

planning, the Congress did n specify what the substance of the coor-

dination effort was to involve.

The mechanisms for joint planning, which are Cntioned at several

places in the legislation, are largely a function of. State governments.

Both the 1976 Education Amendments and subsequent 1976 amendments to

CETA, require an interlocking Imbershipor a joint representation bei:

tween'the State Advisory Council-1Y for Vocation,11 Education (SACVE) and

the State Manpower Services Council

to CETA became the State Employment

1968 amendments to the vocational

(SMSC, which in the 1 amendments

and Training Councils SETC). The

education legislation already

required that a member of the State Boards of Vocational Educatioq

serve on the SMSCf. $o the fo6a1 cross-linking of advisory:bodies is

the 'real dinnovatidb. These lAkips are to comment or each other's
141

annual reports and to "Assess tpp extent to which vocational education,

employment training, vocationaP rehabilitation, and other programs

under this and related Acts represent a consistent, integrated, and

coohdinated approAsb.,to meeting such needs."26 This language is

V.(0,,,

4
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Incorporated in a parallel' man to that ,is given 'joirttly to the

National Advisory Council Vocational Education (NACVE), and the

National Commission on Employment Policy (formerly the National

Commission on Manpower Policy),27 both of which hav e a mandated

interlocking membership. The two statutes 'do not specify what

"consistency, integration, and coordination"

Futher, although the regulations for the VEA state that there is

tip be no duplication of services between CETA programS and thosespon-

,
sored by Federal vocational education monies, neither the regulations

nor any subsequent documents issued by the Federal government elaborate

on "duplication of services."
o

1 The Congress_ further *mandated the establishment of a National

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) to create a

common language of information on program data and employment data to

"improve coordination between, and communication among, administrators

and plahners of ppgrams" authorized by the VEA and CETA128 NOICC

also provides funds for a State Occupational Information CoordinsatirN

Committee to perform simtlar functions on the State level. It is pre-

sum 4:1 such information will be of assistance to the States in preparing

annual and 5-year plans; especia-1,1y with reference to the mandate given

to 'the State Boards of Vocational Education to show the criteria used

for coord4nating vocational education programs with CETA's prime soon-
/

-sop established training_programs.29

The fact that the VEA and the CETA have different funding, and

planning cycles is not recognized bythe laWs or the accompanying regu-

. lati4s. This makes any attempt for planning at best difficult. Since

/ both the vocational, education enterprise and CETA system are adminl-

stritiiely diffused ando1 the joint planning exercises can

1314 nothing morlithan a recognition of the activities of the other,

rather than joint schemes on the distribution and use of resources.
y

-45-
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This, in fact, has been borne out in actual program adminisirration.

N4

Administering the Planning Reiiiirements

A

Characteristics of the two systems. CETA and federally - funded

vocational eduCation prograf;s do not share parallel addinistrative prop

cedures ejjieri for planning or for channeling resources to initiate

programs on the local level. in vocational education, where the know-.

ledge of 'Federal funding iS known a year in advance and where the Fed-
.

eral dollars are matched by State and local governments at a,ira.tio oft

10 to 1, preparing a plan for the use. of Federal monies is the duty of

an administrative entity, separate from other State education agencies,

commonly called a State Board. While the structure of that board may

vary from State to State, it has a common function in what the VEA re-

fers to as "sole responsibility."30 . A radical change occurs in the

administration of vocational education progrdms from the State to local

level, On the local leyel:public vocational education is administered

C: largely by community colleges andiLaAs,land is general,ly perceived as a

,etiri'iculum offering, While the local prograrmay'have a local director

6r a person responsible 6r prograimning, budget and planning authority

reside with the educational organization responsible for the program.

This ).eads to different perceptions of vocational education and pro-

duces a shift in perception which is crucial for understanding what

happens when attempts are made to coordinate propms.

CETA adniini'strators, for the purposes of coOrdination, and in

keeping with'their legislation, distinguish vocat*Onal education as a

cuAlculum, an organizatiOlials programmatic, or planning' resource.

Their ability to purchase vocational education depends, entirelion Fed-s

esal funds, which are not forward funded., The CETA system it divided

into approximately 500 administrative units ('th4 prig: sponsors).. which

include State-level components known as balan&e-of-Seate primes and run

by 'the Gov,ernors, but composed largely 9f county and city units or

-16-
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combinations referred to as consortia. While the SETCs, which are

responsible for the legislation mandates concerning joint Manning, are

administratilely parallel to the State Boirds for Vocational Education,

most CETA dollars flow directly to local prime sponsors, which are

responsible for planning Iv. the use of those funds.

From the pe;rspective of State planners-in both systems, no simple

administrative mechanisms, exist for carrying out coordinated planning

efforts.' This is clearly one reason why the activity resulting from

the 1976 aulenclments for joint planning has generally been in compliance

with the law but has shown little evidence that reflects the real in-- t

tent.of the law. While the legislation intended that most of the ef-

fort for coordination would take place in the planning process, the

laws gi'ves little insight into how .this might be accomplished. The re-

sponsibility.for assisting the States in implemnting the coordination

provisions was-left-to the Office of Educatidn's Bureau of Occupational

and,AdvIt Education (BOAE).

Implementing the amendments. The OE regulations, as written by

BQAE, are concerned with compliance with the .law and they are essen-

tially restatements of the provisions of_the legislation. They do not

indicate how the commentary by the SMSCs or the SACVEs might be used.

As for the 5-year State vocational education plan, the regulations

merely '-i'dndate to the State Boards the inf9e4tion the plans are to

contain. Foc example, Section 104.188 of the regulations r9quire Only

.that the mechanism for establishin c ordination be described. It

adds a concern, not foun'd in the egislation: "The description shall

include the criteria developed to avoid duplication under this'Act 4nd

CETA."

"Attention to duplication of effort has been a concern since the

original 1962 MDTA legisla tion.- It is based on the Assumption that

similar programs 'are neceSiarAly" wasteful and it overlooks a basic

-17-
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A
problem of any planned effort to serve a common population, such as the

economical} disadvantaged, that is not constant and that:\fluctuaCes in

size: The match between programs and target group is difficult to ef:-.

feCt. Moreover, the needs of this grqep, the common population to be

served by both VEA and CETA programs, are many, and they go beyopd eco-

nomic concerns to include social and educational ones. It is quite

plausible that in certain' communities, dupliCate program,s may be oeces-

sary tp reach those in need. A federally-funded VEA program in schools

may be identical to one funded by CETA in'a CBO, but the school 'program

would deal with in-school youth and the CB0 program with school drop-,

outs. A mix of servil delivery and target population is ,complicated..

It involves a variety of strategies that are ignored in the simplistic

notion of "duplication of effOrt."

,Apart from the monitoring, activity.produced'by. the regulations,

the Bureau provided technical assistance to,the StateS throjgh its CETA

Coordination Unit. But, despite all this, the planning requirements

were to be implemiWiTedr n-early review of selected State pans

by BOAE observed: lit

m,/

4any State plans seem to have trouble differentiating between-
mechanisms for coordination, Criteria for non-duplication,
and results of coordination. A few State plans just repeat
their mechanisms fdr both criteria and result.s. Some plans
say that close cooperation will result in nonduplication of
programs, but they list no criteria which explains how dupli-
cations are discovered.31

The coordination' process, as revealed in the State plains, has

shown little progress since the 1976 amendments were implemented. Many

States still refer to "manpower" programs, a phrase changed to "employ-

ment and training" by the Federal Government in 1978. Even in the 1979

and 1980 .annual plans elention of coordination is reduced to a few

paragraphs that repeat tie regulations with little thought on how re-

sources from VEA and CETA might work together. One exception is the
4,
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State of Maine's 1979 annual report, which discusses the CETA set

asides given to the Governor fOr vocational education,, Most State

plans, however, limit they discussion to the provisions,of the VEA.

This suggests tha; the State plaps represent' a poor gauge for determin-

ing the States' efforts 'at coordination. In fiscal year 1978, the
.

- 'Governors received $118.4 million from CETA for vocational educa-
,

tiond2 Most of these funds or apy activities derived from them

would not appear in a plan required by the VEA.

Planning for coordination is predicated on a knowledge of resource

availability and of how resources canie,aIlocated.jn line with identi-

fied needs. On the State level, th4 planning is more difficult,ehan

developing the° pecifications for local prwWbecause it not only

requires the signoff of a variety of persons, but it -demands 1nforoa-1*

tion that is largely nonuniform or, wor , undetermjbed. The States'

confusion as to how to plan for coor inating Federal resources, as

specified in the lad, could have been p edicted. Not only was the, task

new, and therefore Without precedent, but the systems tq,be coordinated

were, in large measure, disparate.

SACVEs AND SCs,-- -The evidence further suggests that tV4 SACVEs

viewed their mand to for revi6rloorly.' An examination of SACVE ann6-4

al reports for fiscal year 1976, a year before the ameridn'tents were

introduced,. shows Only nine SACVEs mentioned coordination with

CETA.33 By 1977, this number had increased by 22, and by 1978 was

as high as forty-four. It is difficult to .determine any trends from

t
these reports since the level of coordination at these early stages

were strictly exploratory. That this farm of. coordination was a new

venture is olearlyillustratedon a statement from a 1979 NACVE report,

which noted that some genera) needs ift this area were a'clearer defini-

tion of roles.of, theducption anSI employment and training systems,

improvq0 collaboration between the, SACVEs and the SETCs at the planning

stage, and more, compathility between information systems.34



The NACVE did not stand alone in its recommendations. In 1977, a

study for the Tikional Ccenission for Manpower. Policy concerning the- .

State Manpower Servicz gedincils showei that the' role of vocational

education in the SMSCsrwo only nominal: 'Spokesman fo r this area

[vocational education] reflected geater alienation from CETA than any

other group. The report concluded: "Specifically, we fopd both

vocational edulajOn and the councilg.[SMSCs] uncertain as to their re-

lationship.36 This lack of clarity, at worst confusion, illu-

strates a basic princiOle of the CETA system, quite unlike that. of the

earlier MDTA relatio4ipi. with vocational education. CETA--more

4
specifically the prime sponsOr system--contracts with a variety of-

organizlotions to .provide services to meet the needs ot its clients.

Vocational education is only one of those services-phis *suggests that

the coordination process nay be much more cross-cutting or matrixlike

- 'lin fora thWit was Under MDTA. Y

As for the parallel, mandate to the NACVE and the National Commis-

sion on Employment Pdlicy for a'joint statement on how consistent, in -'

tegrated, and coordinated programs sponsored under the VEA and related

acts werfr,,\this had not been fulfilled by early 1981. Had it been ful-

filled, the mandate might have served as a catalyst for better joint

planning by ple,'States.

The newness, and therefore unprecedented nature, of\the mandate

suggests that any coordination bptweeh two organizations' such as the

SACVEs and the SETCs will at best be exploratory. Roles and functions

need to be identified before resources can be allocated. The effort is

complicated by the lack of definition in the legislation as to. what a

"consistent, integrated, and coordinated"' approach for pl'annitig the use

of resources means. The legislation and the regulations leave such in-

terprttation to the States.
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Partoithe problem,.especiI ally With respect to the mandate given

to the SACVEs to review Mid analyze State .employment and trainingA. N
needs, may Have been due to a misperception.of Congressional.intent.

One survey, notes that, 'rather th'ar; conduct a, general review of the

States activities in providing 4nformation, many SACVEs felt that. their

'task requu'e a detailed analysis of4ata and, thatthis was better

suited to the 'SOICCs. Once >again, tile, lack or clarity in the 1176 -

amtndments on ,the tasks of the various participantsOn the coordikated

planning process hindered-implementation of the legislatkon.37

Ironically, Federal legislation, ip subcontracting. for program

development, can not only provide additional resources for public voca-

tional programs, but can also provide a counterbalanceoto public insti-

tutions f access to vocational education and training. For example,

a student who does not succeed in a regular progra9may have the option

of entering a program that is run by'a public vocational institution

partially funded by CETA, or of entering a separate program conducted

by a CB0 under CET 4 sponsorship. The CETA system is a remedial and

compensatory-optiorA such it provide? additional access to voca-

tional training. Ideal y, the options for,:access are planned ina sys.-

tematic, consistent, at 'sequential manner. This type of panning has

not yet begun to appear in thehState vocational education plans, al-

though an awareness of the need for more responsible planning isbecom-

ing evident. As the SACVE In North Cdrolina has observed: "ThIstoun-

cil befieve4that the time has coMe'to move on the goals and recommen-

dations of the Annual Report of the SETC from a reactive to a proactjve

mode." 38

A survey of only 50 pilime sponsors' conducted by the U.S. Confer-'

ence 3f Mayors indicated that mostprime sponsors felt that the full

range of the areas involving vocational education were represelited on

their local councils and that "more gln 'three out of five prime spop-

sors were involved with vocatiohal educators in a variety-161 planning

2q
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mechanisms' in addition to the Prime Sponsor Planning Council"

study further found that:

4.
Over half of the prime sponsors believe that the elements of
an effective), comprehensive CETA/vocational education plan-
ning system have been present in their planning efforts.49

The

/

The_study cited close working relationships and open channels of cbm-.

munication as the "keys to effective comprehensive planning."

- Y

. A cautionary note must be raised regarding such o imism. If the

vocational education community and the prime sponsors avt identified

the elernets of acoMpreh ive planning system, then progress has been

made. But like_somuch of t infOrmation on CETA and vocational edu-

cation coordination, there is....nvvidence that the findings of this

study are representative of the whole system. Until such evidence,can

be found, trends, muip less typical behavior, cannot be assessed.

i .

Developing Strategies for Coordination

The Reinforcing Effects of.YEDPA

fir 1977, the Congress passed P.L. 95-93, the Youth Employmcnt and

Demonstration Projec4Act (YEDPA),._as an amendment to Section- 201,

Title III, of DOL:53973 CETA legislation'. 'This law provided for a

series, of efforts designed td remedy- high youth unemployment

rates.°

The legislation relied heavily on rategies involving,educational

programs'and organizations to have " significan Ong-term impact on

the structoral unemployment probleMS' offouth...."41 . Terms such as

in-school youth, LEA, high school equivalency programs, vocational and

postsecondary educational institutions, literacy training; and the like

-22-
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'tare numerous in the legislation. References to vOCational education

are not. ExCept for requesting the assistance of the National Occupa-

. tional Information Coordinating Council, the YEDPA legislation does not

..
refer to the VEA, although the local youth advisory council, estaD-

lished under YEDPA, is required to have a representative from the local

vocational education council in its membershi p.42

S
It is difficult to define how YEDPA affected vocational education

programs in public.institution. Much of this problem centered over

the meaning assigned to vocational education by the emPloymeot and

training community geneeally and by the U.S. Department of abor spe-

cifically. The term is not defined preciiely in
w
the law; for record-

keeping purposes, it can cover all occupational classroom training,

wherever it is conducte¢, under theisponsorship of private or public

institutions, agencies, and boards. Tha, the exact role played in

YEDPA by the public vocational education enterprise is difficult to

document. This is in contrast 'to the VEA's definition, found in Sec-

tion 195, which defines vocational education as "organized educational

programs which are directly related to the preparation of individuals

for paid-or unpaid employment, or for additiQnal preparation for a

career requiring other than a baccalaureate or advanced degree ...."

Once aWin, the many facets o/ vocational education--as a curriculum, a

program, and or organization -- created a problem in assessing its

pact.

The Knowledge Development Plan. Despite the lack of clear evi-

,
dence.of YEDPA's effect on vocational education, it Ts not difficult to

examine on the influence of YEDPA on education programs general,

and, by implication, vocational education in particular. A review of

the Department of Labor's'IcnOwledge Development Plan, an annual docu-

ment that, although not legislatively mandated, as a blueprint

for organizing the various strategies and information to be collected

from the YEDPA projects, shows that a variety of educational interest

-23-
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groups and organtzatfons. received YEDPA funds. The Knowledge Develop?
-

ment Plan represented a major Federal effort at involving numerous

agencies and organizations, especially from the education. and employ-

ment and training communities, in a common goal: developing a strategy
.

..
.

,
for solVing, Or+ at least underst sAing, th

" i

e: issues in youth
-

,
employment. - .

, !_

-0 , , ,

It should berated ,that them process of formulating the Knowledge

Development Plan p4e7allel d in part the mandate given.to the NACVE and

the National Commissipn fold mployment Policy in:.4secvtion 162 of the VEA

for comprehenSiVe
1,

assessment of the Federal Government's employment and
training needs. Hdlever, the Knowledge Development Plan was limited to

Department of Labors-. funds,nd 'therefore considered only part of the

Federal estment'in employment and training, Moreover, it was formu-

lated by employment apd training economists who had a limited perspec-

tive on the varittylof pr4rams and kinds of organizations the pla,f

involved.

The-'Significance of the plan for the development of a coordinated

Federal polity is that it attempted to enact and orchestrate a variety

of actors, agencies, and organizations well beyond the normal constitu -'

ency of the Departrlent of Labor. In retrospect, this attempt at con-

prehensiveness may.the.one of YEDPA'S most important contributions toy-
the art of policy, cormulation.

v

The Knowledge, Development Plan% with its lntlphasi cia demonstration

projects, specia.114iearch studies, and program maluatioP, employed a
variety df techniqueswith education Components. One particular strat-

a

egy,that illustrates a different way for advancing coordination between

*CETA monies and edu,cati6n prograib (not legislatively mandated) is the

use of third parties as catalysts for program deve.lopment. A variety
of groups whose support was perceived as necessary to implement the

legislation were funded, to pro;ide technical assistance to their

=24-
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Nonstituencies. The resulting efforts,_usually in the form of reports

4 0* exemplary or Model Progtams, examined specific administrative con-

cerns, not identified in the legislation but crucial for the develop-

ment,of local programs. In one case, the Louisiana Board of Elementary

and secondary Education was funded to prepare a progress report on

coordination of CETA and notational education in that State. The

ed

docu-

mentment sery to increese-contact between members of the various State

education and employment and training agencies.43 In Minnesota,

the State's Youth Employment Education Unit developed a manual explain-

ing how local schools and agencies might pool money from a variety of

sources to xlevelopordinated programs.44 Although the lechnical

assistance etfortswere`iargely information gathering, they created a,

process that increased the number of parties with knowledge of and

?parti al ation in coordinating the activity.

Federal education agencies also participated in these efforts.

The Department of Labor funded-Such agencies as the OE'S Bureau of

Occupational and Adult Education and The Fund for the Improvenipnt- of

Postsecondary Education to develop programs involving CETA coordination

with education, largely through, transfer of funds. Another transfef)

of DOL funds to an education agency resulted in, the National Institute

of Education's conducting an evaluation of the:Career Intern Program

being conducted by the Opportunities Industrialization Cen6acs of

America, a community-based organization. The NOICC also recetved con-

-

siderable DOL support.
,

Beyond the technical assistance funds provided by L such agen-

cies'as ,the BOAE and OE's Office of Career Education were spending

their own monies to identify exemplary efforts and provide technical
AC

assistance to State and local .agenciesr ."4 The National Institute

of Educatilion increased Its funding for youth po'licy studies." By

the late 1910's, the topic of youth `was a fashionable concern among

Washington agencies, and as a tesuTt, a sizable informal networkof
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individuals` representing vrious. Federil programs was established.

-Youth issues' further became' a major social policy issue in President

Carter's reelection campaign.

Defining 4'oles and tasks. In large part, these activities were

temporary in character, TEe efforts were designed to collect Informa-

tion on what was judged "to works:" in fact, this became the common -

mode of.presentingevtdence on pregram coordination. Explanatory evi-

denceldescribing the modal or typical behavtbr of education organize-..

tions was never collecte Moreover., the costs andbenefits to the

government, as compared, of. example, to similar CBO-run programs, was

not examined in depth.

While these issues mayseem crucial to the development of a Fed-

eral polity for coordinating 'resources across pieces of legislation,

answers torsuch ~may be largely speculative. For example,

there are, currently 16,000 diversely organized local education agencies

and approximately 500 prime sponsors, which are by design the center of

decisionmaking Wthe CETA Aystem. the sheer size of these numbers

suggests that,' under systematic inquiry, some basic patterns should

emerge.' ft* potential combinations and possibilities are enormous,

but, without representative sampling, an analysis of the activity is

,dot Feasible. For these reaso4, questions of effectiveness and

ciency to a large degree invite', speculative answers. This suggests g

that any analysis of the YEDPA data as they might reflect coordination

with public education orgoizatias may be biased to the extent that

evidence for analysis'Is collected through inquiries of demonstration

efforts that worked well.

Coordinated efforts are often time consuming. Such efforts re-
.

Auire meetings, gaining an operating knowledge of other organizations

or of other legsislation, and the like,. kis reasonable to assume that

, YEDPA, despite the incentives to schools it offered, also contained

4

1
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-disincentives, suchlas time consuming,activities tralyield inefficient
. . . ,

costs. The extent to which this occurs may or may not be greater than

I the evidence reporting coordinated efforts. The Knowledge Development

. Plan only produced evidence on the extent to which coordination could

occur. It was able tb

)
entify poliibitities fOr encouraging coordina-

tion, but that clearl Y is very different from a4ually reporting level
N / ,

of coordination efforts. . '+

,

.. I .
.

Another way df viewing the impact of YEDPA i to observe that the

Federal Government under YEDPA was beginning to identify.a fundamntal

"'fact Ifbureaucratic life for the coordination of education and employ-
.

ment and training programs: the overlap among Federal, State, and

local programs labyrinth of legislation, regulations, and policy.

Although different laws may ham similar goals, these laws may be ad-

, ministered in different ways by different agencies. What happened

under YEDPA was strikingly similar -- although with lesser Federal fun'd-

4Eing and therefore less intensityto what happened with MDTA and voca-

tional education coordination in the 1960's. The lederal Government

became involved in mapping exercises. designed to record the topography

of the logistical systems--agencies, organizations, and the like--in-

volved in the coordination effort. In-the first stage, planning and

implementing program coordination required.a knOwledge of unknown areas

administered by agencies not, familiar with each other's operatirig

procedures. It was snot unusual to find, Federal officials or their
4

contractors Taking' site visits to local YEDPA programs- to determine

what efforts were being made and to collect information on those

efforts fortlater dissemination. These efforts became common during

ithe implementation of YEDPA. 47

Such mapping, exercisest, may have had an indirect effect on the
s

joint legislative planning requirements 'CETACETA and vocational

education, for YEDPA's intent closely.raflect the goalsyila1976

Amendments for coordination.. To the degree t at this happened YEDPA,

4 (
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/ ,
-did affeft vocational' education.

1

Less direct support, though, it found in terms of the effect of

YEDPA on the deliverers of public vocational education programs: the

schools and postsecondary institutions.
.

6 .

/
The 22% set aside. The provision in YEDPA with the greatest,

potential_for coordination with education appears in Section 343(d)(2),

which requires that 22 percent of the funds available to prime sponsors
.

under Section 343(5)(1) "shall be used for programs for in-school youth

carried out pursuant "to agreements between prime sponsor and local edu-

cation- agencies." In fiscal year 1980, the 22-percent set aside in-
.

volved $114 million dollars.48 This particular strategy dverves

further, discussiOn because these agreements became a major topic in

analyzing activities included for funding in the Knowledge Development,
I

Plan. This strategy is further defined by ter, "in- school." The CETA

legislation and accompanying regulations distinguishes among three dif-.

ferent "in-school" clessificattons: irg"gchool, "the.status of being

en rolled full time and attending an elementary, secondary, trade,*tech-

4 nical or vocational school, a college, including a junior community 0

university...."; in- school programs, "a program )hich provides -either'

or both career employment experience and transition services to in-
-

school youth"; and. in-school youth, "a,person age 14-21 who is current-

ly enrolled full-time in, and attending, a secondary, trade, technical,

or vocational school or Junior or community college or is scheduled to

attend..:or has not completed high school and is scheduled to attend=..

a- program leading to a secondary school diploma or its equivalent."49

These different definitions leg' to very different means for assessing

coordination strategies.
t

,

.

For the.purposes of analysis, it is difficult to separ.ste a pro-
..

gram from a population served. -Moreover, it is clear from the three

definitions". that accounting accurately for the role of vocational

. -28-
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education in servin the needs of in-school youth is impossible using

YEDPA data Since e Department of Labor does not colelect data that

aggregate in-schoo youth by types of program that correspond to voca-

tional 'education as defined by the VEA. Further, while the CETA legis-

' lotion uses the Vocational Education Act's definition of a LEA, the law

'uses the Elementary and Secondary Education Act's definition of.an LEA

for the purposes of speAding, the 22-percent .set aside. This, ,In

effect, limits the role of community and junior colleges, although the

CETA regulation's citi allow for LEAs to subcon1 tract the set-asi0 funds

with those institutions. This strategy of adopting differ'ent

definitions was by design:

Our thinking,was that prime sponsors should be forced to aJ

10.stsit d6wn with public schools rather than avoiding them

by going to the community college. We are not discouraging

activities with these institutions and expect that wl.th the

other 78 percent of the' fund? these can be financed. But we

certainly
0
want to achieve public school-CETA linkage as a

minimum.

The Utility of the Public Education System

The YEDPA strategy reviewed public schools as a fundamental ele-

ment -in the strategy for eliminating youth unemployment, bui°how well

YEDPA succeeded in accomplishing the linkage between schools and prime

sponsors under the set aside is questionable. Tho school systems only

hal'..to agree how the set-aside funds were to be spent. The monies did

not go to the schools., they went to a population served by the schools.

' Therefore, in theory, the schools could agree that the set -aside shQuld

be used to-establish education programs in community baSed organiza-
.e

tions, or, as was often the case ih practice, to provide stipJlds for

participants in programs. One 'report suggests that stipends became the

major use of the set-aside funds.51

The monies targeted to 'in-school populations were used for a
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variety of purposes by the prime sponsors. Eor example, in fiscal year

1979, a consortium of LEAs and the prime sponsor in Utah allocated 435

percent of their YEDPA monies to 10-school youth, targeting-on school

dropoutf and potential dropouts. 52 In other places, programs were

not run, but stipends were paid or Couns ISng services provided with

lesser percentages of the,m0nAtayailable.

The set aside created an awareness of a problem, youth unemploy-

ment, and of the role that an organization, the school, could play in

attempting to salve this problem. It is unlikely that the set aside

created permanent changes in the ways the schpols operated.53 'The

set asides Were found to act as an incentive, but the effects were

viewed as modest since many differences existed in th$ way prime spon-

sqrs and schools operated.54 As under CETA, the problems observed

in establishing YEDPA programs in schools were largely administratf4e.

Re$hing agreement between prime sponsors and siihool administratcittn

what academic credit should be given for work experience, scheduling,

extending the hoof day, and delivery requirements for graduation be-

came' issues i "implementation of i6OPA programs.55 These same

concerns.concerns. became prominent topics for the Federal Government's technical

assistance effort in support of YEDPA.

2 SI

In retrospect, the effects of the set aside should have been an-

ticipated. Given the size of the public education ,enterprise and the

discretionary nature of the limited YEDPA funds, the results would have

to be mixed. Moreover, .since one prime sponsor serves many school

systems, funding patterns would be uneven. In fact, due to the Ian-

gvage of the legislation.,iL is entirely believable that many LEAs that

have in-school population; supported by YE1PA do .not receive YEDPA
5.

funds.56 Addsd to the( differences among federally-established

funding, planning, and operating schedules, were disincentives for col-
.

laboration among prime sponsors and LEAs that were present in the leg-

sl fen.
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Another difference outside the domain of law stems from the char-

acWistics of the organizations urged to collaborate. Schools func-

tion largely as preyentivelnechanisms structured to 'serve a general

population. Each year they/Process large numtiers of-individuals with

the. intent of providing them with certain skills, for entering adult

life.'? While dropout ra4,s. in certain areas may argue the validi-

ty of this purpose, it is still how most Americans view the public

education enterprise.
gt

CETA programs function as remedial effoks fpr a specific target

population, the economically disadvantaged. The task of the prime

sposisol;$ is largely qualitative, concerned with a selected population's

achieving minimum standards., Indeed, the YEDPA legislation suggests,

or at least implies, that for lip economically disadvantaged youth,

the schools may not be the best providers of education and'training.

Tie search for alternative solutions for, this population 'was one of

/ YEOPA's goals.58

This is not to sugget; that the schools are not involved in reme-'

diation. Indeed, the major' Federal involvement in education, the Eje-
,

mentary and Secondary Education Act, is compensatory in function--a

fact recognized in the YEDPA definition of an LEA. The differences

between the administration of ESEA and YEPPA monies stem from the in-
.

volvement of different actors and different agencies. Moreover, ESEA

funds are far less discretionary in utilization and more specific in

purpose than YEDPA funds.

In the implementation of the ESEA legislation, the Federal govern-

ment.made a large investment in intradjcing compensatory programs into

secondary schools and how to create changes in the way schools oper-

ate.89 These findings are not reported in the various government

documents describing YEDPA imple4ntation. This suggests that the
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grams that were developed by the employment and tralntng community to

utilize the resources of the schools in implementing YEDPA lacked know- .

ledge of how schools operate. It ,also lends` support to the notion that .4

any party involved in the operation of programs should be asked to par-
,

ticIpate in program plartning, be it the schools, vocational .rehabilita--

tion agencies, or other resources--a principle relevant to the CETA/VEA

joint legislative mandates for coordination.

The Agieements Prcicess

The CETA legislation is designed, according its Statement of Pur-
e

pose:

to provide for the maximum feasible coordindtion of plan,
programs, and activities under this Act with economic '

development, community development, and related.activities
such as vocational education, vocational rehabilitation,
public assistance self employment training, and social
service programs. 60

CETA,prime sponsors are essentially the brokers,of Federal funds.

They receive monies to be spent on the needs of vsPecific population,

and they distribute those monies to organizations that can provide the

services to meet those needs. The agreement process is the adMinistra-
,

tive mechanism.used to provide the necessary services. Agreements may

be financial, as in the case of a contract with an LEA that provides

stipends for in-school,youth. Agreements also take other forms, such

as memorandum of understanding or grants. Education agencies are only

one of many kinds of organizations that prime sponsors write agreement

with. For a variety of reasons, it may be move desirable to the CETA

prune sponsor to chose a CB0 or a private training facility over an
4

LEA.

To simplify the accounting of funds, the Department of Labor's
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management information system holds prime spongois accountable for

Money spent on populations and programs, but not for then kinds of

organizations that deliver those. services. The number of agreements ,

that prime sponsors enter into is not minor. In fiscal years 1975 and

1976, for example, the State of West Virginia entered into 536 funded

contracts that enrolled 3,188 individuals in 'on-the-job training.61

The 1978 Michigan Employment and Training Service. Council's ReQort to

-the Governor shows that 529 contracts and agreements were made py the

State's 22 prime sponsors with various agencies c were edu-

cation: agencies or institutions n a more 'recent study that ex-
)

amined CETA's relationship to vocational education, 50 Prime sponsors

reported the following counts of agreements with public vocational

education agencies and institutions:62

DISTRIBUTION OF AGREEMENTS, AMONG 50 SELECTED PRIME SPONSORS WITH

PUBLIC VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS
./1

Form of 1 Total Financial Total Nonfinancial

Agreement Agreements Agreements
.

, 1

Contract 667 37

Grant f 25 .
l

,

Memorandum of-

. Understanding 140 226

Other 16 95

it

TOTAL 848 360

Source: U.S. Conference of Mayors. CETA/Vocational Education

Coordination: A Status Report

- t

Given theapotenttal numbero, agencies apart from educational ones

involved in CETA prograiis, the total number of agreemehts written must

be well into the tens of thousands. It is difficult to answer ques-

tions regarding the benefits and costs of writing theie agreements

since information on them is not collected either by theDepartment of
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Labor or its regional officesknowledge of the agreements process can

only be assessed by examining, an individual prime sponsor's files.

This raises a centel problem for any planning activity that specifies

coordinated program str=ategies regarding the fit between kinds of needs

to be met and agencies used to meet those needs. Does functional re-

latiohship exist?63 Evidence on this point is ex remely ,limited,

but unlike the early years of CETA, when most prime ponsor decision-

,c

eking was significantly shaped 1.;!'y day-to-day. Mica] considera-

,ions;64 later evidence from a study of Ohio pri e sponsors found

that the choice of the service deliverers was being determinedeby the

client population served.65

The notion of whether a, functional relationship found to be reli-

able or patterned exists has obvious implications' for the development

of Federal policy. This connection, though, is more complex than

matching individuals with organizatioris. For example, it has been

argued At'One of the tst insurances against youth unemployment is

having youth remain in school. In terms of what works best for whom,

it is further argued that vocational education appears to have promise

only when it is highly likely that the student will have access to job

opportunities upon completion .of the program.66 While this may

seem so obvious that it hardly deserves mention, it does suggest' a

central problem in any comprehensive planning strategy that depends on

coordinated efforts: what are the bounds or limits to be placed on the

'effort being piano* For example, if vocational education is most

promising when jobs are available, to what extent should coordination

bdiween vocational education and CE11.i programs include job placement?

The question is not academic for some contracts between a prime

,sponsor and a school for a vocational training. program require that the

school plate a certain percentage of students in the program in jobs.

In fact, a separate body of literature exists on this issue, which ts

frequently rpferred to as the "school-to-work transition."67 It is
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based on the perception that some patterned behavior or logical and

ordered activity takes place when an individual ,leaves school and seeks

employment. It further assumes that a.seriei of linkages among organi-

zations,can be created to facilitate this progess. The_ yEDPA Knowledge -r

Development Plan outlined/and explored what thee strategies might be;6

antlreported some very ientative findings; for example, "the highly

linked projecti appear to be those more oriented to intermediaXing.be-

tween youth and the labor market, while the less linked projects are

those acusing on 'lump resource development to prepare ANS? to better

compete
9
in the labor me4et."68 The evidence suggests that the

leyel of linkage a project has can have an impact_on the outcomey for

individuals enroll,ed, in the program. This raises a variety of que.-

tions that,affect planning. Now comprehensive egproject is and how

may linkages among different kinds of agencies are developed depend on

the aims for the project 4nd thus oq the

tidn, coordinated activity can be viewed

4 character and shape that these linkages

and 'conjectural, although a reanalysis

planning process. By implica-

as functional iknature. The

would take is still intuitive

of the data collected under

YEDPA that is currently underway may provide some definitive informa-

tion on the kind dr linkages to foste& by agreements.69 !Amite-

tigns on the effectiveness, of the 4eployment and the resulting effi-

ciency of agreements exists and needs to be recognized. Coordination

may not be the universal means for developing a
).

employment. The Federal Government has yet to

promoting coordination to examine these issues.

ReaythOrizing CETA in 1978

Refining the Relationship

solution to youth un-

extend its efforts in

In 1978, Congress reauthorized the. CNA legis tion.70 In

thiS legislation, the Governors' set, aside for vocational ucation was

increased to 6 pecent,,greater involvement of the PAvate ,sector in

4

4
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CETA progfims was promoted, and YEDPA wayeft unchanged. The varie-

ties Of and references to educational programs and organizations were

more numerous in the 1978 Amendments than in previous legislation. The

1976 amendments -ere left intact, although the Congress replaced the

word "manpower" with the phr ase "employment and training." Further,

the Congress, attempted to' clarify the legislation by rearranging

titles. These latter two actions fide any, comparison of CETA with

vocational education programs before and after 1978 a much,more exact-

,procedure since the information no longer shared a common base for'

identification. But the major changes to gTA were outside the realm

of coordination, involving tightening eligibility requirements and mon-

itlAwgsystems. Public service emp loyment was coupled with training

prbgrams. This had a direct effect on education since many public

service employees were assigned to schools, and an indirect effect on

vocational education since the schools often contracted to train these

employees.

4

At the time of reauthorization, joint CETA/VEA representation on

State planning committees had become common. It appears that specific

roles of each committee were being defined. There ,is no evtdenee

though that these efforts went beyond the acknowledgment of each -

other's plan. The main effort seemed to be the exchange of information

between the two Councis.71 Problems in coordination planning ex-.

isted, and some were directly attributed to the Federal legislation:

the differences between vocational education and,CETA'in planning and

funding cycles for any fiscal year.72 It appears that the funds

available to the States under CETA reinforced the joint CETA/VEA plan-

ning effo'tts since the same agencies who planned- were. involved in the

distribution of dollars. Numerous, States prepared reports, for exam-

ple the Pennsylvania Department of Labor 4nd ,Industry funded the"

State's Department of Education to` conduCt a survey on how to improve

education and CETA linkages within the State.73 State vocational

not only participated in the 6-perceritihunds, but

4

ork
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.01so.in the other funds rii'ide available and CETA toythe Governors such

as the Governor's_,17percent funds to promote linkage among Stat;

agencies and the:special 4-percent fundS for coordination accorOing to

the 12 special activities
mentioned in Section 105 of the CETA legisia-

tion.74

Characteristically, the monies were spent in many ways. Such

diversity is common In the use of the Governors'. CETA funds. ,Yet, re-

views indicate some differenttapon across the three categories of

funds. For example, the 1-percent monies frequently are not received

by State vocational education agencies, but when they are, they are

often used to reduce administrative barriers. These funds might be

used, for example, to resolve scheduling differences by creating open

entry and exit training programs An vocational education or to estab-

mr
lishing regional, State placement officers in education institutions. .'.

The flexibility of these funds is shown by the one State that used the

4i 1 percent onies to pay for the staff of a research project on coordi-

..

nation that was funded by the .4- percent =pies/. The 4-percent monies

are also found to support programs on research and development, such as

grants to SOICCs, rather than for direct coordination activity.75

The 6-percent monies were required by law to be used for' vocational

education. The Federal administrative procedli for these monies,

established in the 1973 Act, did not change in the, 1978 amendments.

The administration of these dollars on the State level shred a great

variance, with some State vocational eication agencies reporting as

many as 10 staff persons dealing with CETA. coordination.76 The

discretionary use of these funds is exemplified. by one State that con-

tains a single CETA prime sponsor. hat State's vocational education.

(--
agency ettabtished a three member staff to ,ad mister the 6-percent

monies. The same staff algo, administers the YEOPA 22-percent set

.

aside. Moreover, in this particular State, the, prime sponsor combines

:..,the 6-percent fund;, the 22- percent set aside for CETA clients, and VEA

dollars to run kills center. Such combinations are har ly unt'que.

it
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The legis ativ ly mandated agreemedts between State-level CETA and

vocational education agencies were not always the smoothest mechanism

for spending the 6-percent monies. Constraints such as the differences

in funding and planning cycles, as well as the unpredictablenessof tim

amount of 6-percent monies, created obvious difficulties. More subtle,

but equally aetrimental, were the different operating styles of the

agencies responsible for the administration of the funds and their per-

7 ceptions of hOw the monies were to be spent. Some of these differences-), .

and impbrceptions stemmed from the late 1960's, when the community

action-agencies, later 'replaced by prime sponsors nder CETA, viewed

granting monies to more traditional administrftive units such as State

vocational education agencies a political concession. Other differr,

ences were caused by disputes Aver the ,purpose of the funds: to pro-

mote communicatioq and coordination or to pay for stipends, or could

they be better spent by directly 'funding prime sponsors to purchase
.

Vocational eduCation services from schools? In some States such prob-

lems resulted in difficulties il'iciting'.agreements, and conseqUently,

funds 'had to be carried over frog
.

one year to the next.77 Such

difficulties, in large'measure, stensiT2d from 'CETA, a Federal experiment:

in the flexibtity of program - administration which was accompanied by a

lack of direction froT.the Federil' ;government as to what was permitted
. . , 4 ,: t

by that 41exibility. -' , - A . , :;
-

ifir* %

Still, 4 the 1978 riabthorizat* of CETA, more communication be-

.
,.. V ,

iC0'

tween the education arid CET systems Was taking On y_e than at any

t
%,.

in the 20 year history of Co. gressionally-encouraged Coordi nation. The

ef forts went far beyon the 1976 amendments to th*Vocational Education\.

Act, which, were perhps the least incentives for, coordination, since

the potential for additional Federal money for funding vocalOna] edu-

cation programs was -,inspired -by the CETA legislation's discretionary.

,ability to make financia,, contracts.
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The Flew of Funds

One the the basic questions in the analysis of a FeOral pro-

\ gram--for what are the dollars used--in this case cannot be answered.

-The flow of dollars between CETA prime sponsors and vocational educa-

tion programs cannot be calculated on this level of analysis. Such

accountin§ would- require aggregating
dollars across a series of infor-

mation bases that use inconsistent definitions of populations, organi-
f-

zational affiliations, and programs. (The two CETA definitions of a

local education agency clearly illustrate this.). These Aefinitionsare

designed to assess the goal structure of the legislation, which differs

from issues of programgoo4nation ,Coordination is merely a means

for accomplishing goals. As presented in the legislation, coordination

is largely a symbolic mechanism since its enforcement and assessment

were not addressed by the Congress. Moreover, the statutes clearly

speak to a coordination of'nonfinancial resources such as staff capa-.

bilities, curriculum development facilities, and planning strategies- -

surrogates for Federal dollars. Except for discretionary dollars, no

VEA funds are involved in coordinated. activity. Only the CETA

tion makes funds available for programmatic purposes. tn.the case of

the'Goverhor's set aside, these are the only dollars in'CETA specifi-

cally for vocational education. In fact, at no other point in the

entire CETA legislation is an education program or organization mandat-

ed to becomecthe recipient of CETA funds. Any other funds for vota-
. tr.

Clonal education or education in general are given at the discretion of

the Governor or, as is more typically the 'case, the prime sponsor.

This follows from the basic' strategy of the legislation, which is to

permit local authorities to manage programs and select' service

deliveries, including vocational education.

For an analysis of program coordination, it is perhaps more appro-

-4priate to examine the ways in which coordination tikes place rather

than to focus on the amount of.dollars. Witbin certain: onstraints
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the flow of dollars from CETA to eacationoOrograms can be crudely es-

timated. However, judging the invo4vement of individual prime sponsors

in any such transfer is purely speculative, providing such information

since,records are maintained only on'the local level. This is a real

problem since most of thq flow of funds to education occurs locally.

One of the best means for examining the flow of funds is to look

at those titles of CETA which allow for 'financial transfqrs. While

this method indicates the legislative provisions that lead to coordina-
.

lotion through the transfer of funds, it does not identify how the fund.

4" are used. Another draWback to this approach is the previously cited

definitional differences within the CETA system. Another is that the

necessary information must be compiled from a variety of sources, prior

to and after, the 1978 reauthorizatiu. Cumulative estimates are,

therefore, not feasible.

Title II of the CETA legislation (Title I of the original 1973

Act) deals with comprehensive employment and training programs. This

Is the largest title of the CETA legislation which in fiscal year 1980

had a budget authority of $2.054 billion.78 This same title con-

tains the Governor's set aside for vocational education. A recent

analysis by the Department of Labor shows that from fiscal Year 1973 to

fiical year 1978, when the Governor's sit aside was still at the 5-per-

cent level, a total of $360.3 millions was distributed. In fiscal year

1978 alone, the set aside amounted to $111.4 million.79 Another

wayio examine this sum is that it represents only 6.3% of the funds in

fical year 1978 available under this title for classroom training.

However, classroom training as defined by the Department of Labor

is not synonymous with public school education programs. Rather, it is

"any training" of the type normally conducted'in an institutional set-

ting, including vocational education, that is designed to provide indi-

vidols with the t nical skills and information required to perform a
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specific job or groups of jobsi, In fiscal year 1978, prime

sponsors received $754.3 million for classroom training. These monies

were distributed, primarily through prime sponsor contracts, to the

vari4ty of institutions conducting classroom training. Thus, although

t potential involvement of the schools was large, the actual involve -

me t cannot be estimated. ,

Public school education can also receive unds under Title III of

CETA, which pro des training 'services for special populations 4suclilas

Indians, migrants, and older workers. Although it has been documented

that schools are used to provide the training services,81 estimates

of the amounts given to the schools cannot be derived. because the Title

III funds are not 'allocated according to the kinds of organizations

that conduct the training,

Title CV of the CETA legislation encompasses the YEDPA youth pro-

grams. The only educatfbn set aside is for in-school youth, but once

again, prime sponsors can choose to devote more funds for education

functions. The budget authority for YEDPA was $826 million in fiscal

year 1980.82 This sum does not include the Job 'Corps or the Youth

Conservation Corps, other CETA programs that include youth in enroll-
.

ments.

Public service employment is found in two sections of the CETA

legislation. Title VI, counter-cyclital public service employment, in

fiscal year 1979 consisted of 3.3 billion dollars; Title II-D, transi-

yonal employment opportuSities for the economically disadvantaged, in

fiscal year 1979 accounted for $1.8 billion dollars. Public service

employment, commonly4termed PSE, in fiscal year 1979 became the largest

CETA program accounting for 54 percent of CETA odtlays.:jfPrime sponsors

would frequently assign public service employees to public schools or

other agencies. .The schools would use the employees for general

maintenaEe tasks and tor tasks such as transportation and library

S
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aides. In some cases, the schools would provide training for these

employees. When CETA was, eauttorized, the term "in-school" was added

to the eligibility requirements so public service employment .funds

could be mixed with Title II monies to provide more work Study

programs.83 One estimate for fiscal year 1979 indicates that $480

million was being transferred to public education institutions for

public service employment from Titles II-D and IV.84 __Although this

is a large sum, its impact on education may be misleading. While the

money went into U.-At, it did not necessarily go to.vocational education

progrims. Moreover, most of the funds were used for support or

maintenance; ,only 6 percent of the PSE employees in public education

institutions were involved in teaching-related activities.85'

None of the, CETA funding is permanent. The funding. fluctuates

each year accoOling to Congressionally-imposed funding levels'and the

contracting decisions of the various prime sponsors. This has generat-

ed a great deal of interest on the part of the education constituencies

affected. Reports produced by these groups are in large measure biased

by the perspectives of the various groups conducting the studies. In

1978, the Wisconsin State Research Coordinating Unit, a State organiza-

tion mandated by the VEA, asked the State and territorial directors of

vocational education to report the amount of CETA dollars administered

or expected be administered by their .State departments of vocational

education during the fiscal year 1978. 'The 54 directors that responded

indicated that $152 CETA funds were administered OF used by

tie State directors for vocational education programS. The largest

proportion was obviously the Governor's 5-percent, set aside for voca-

tional education. When these same persons were asked to estimate the

amount of CETA funds received by LEAs directly from prime sponsors, the

23 directors who responded reported an amount of almost $210.6

million.86 None of this. money was mandated by legislation. What

is most striking about this figure is that it underreports CETA funds y,
used public education organizations. Clearly, by even the most
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conservative estifflItes, thi flow rof CETA dollars into educational

institutions and programs is very large.

The Omnibus,Reconciliation Act of 1981, as detailed in the Confer-

.

ence Report, suggests that changes may occur in these funding patterns.

That bill removes the separate categories for the Governor's grants and

reduces the tote sum for their use from 12 to 10.5 perce . This
,f.,t

means that State vocational education agencies will be in otential
-.... ,

competition for reduced fundlpg with other State agencies, including in

SETCs, whose funds are also controlled by the Governor. The same bill

eliminates public service employment from CETA and deletes the mainten-

ance of effort for youth clause under Title II. This could affect the

.

flow of funds for youth and, by implication, the funds for LEAs. Fur-

thermore, these changes are concerned with authorization for appropria-

tion, not the Congress's appropriation level. The authorization bill

%
allows, approximately $3.8 billion for training purposes under CETA. .,..

The Consequences of Coordinating Solutions.

Pooling Besources As a Coordination Strategy rf

Coordination between education and employment and training pro-

grams is difficult to achieve because the systemsto be coordinated are

diverse, fragmented, and complex. In a broad sense, coordination im-

pltes an alignment or association. Withid education, coordination has

become a term commonly, if not too readily, used as a synonym for such

associations (also referred to as linkage, coupling, 7)-r articulation)

Too often, the idea of coordination has an implicit value attached,

it. Much coordination is seen as positive. Its lack is viewed as neg-

ative. Moreover, it is often perceived as a joint process, prime spon-

sors and LEAs acting in unison. This ignores the fact that delegating

authority or responsibility for a task - -a principal-inherent in much of

the legislation -,can be a more )efficient mechanism than a united
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effort. This perspective also ignores ply questions that consider the

costs and the benefits of coordination strategies.

' Except for specifying certain plennidg requirements, the 'Congress

is purely suggestive in terms of coorddnation mandates between the VEA

and CETA. One way to avoid misreading the legislation is to view coor-
.

dination as an.association formed to pool resources in order to accom-

plish Certain tasks related to that association. This definition is

derived directly frori\tow coordination is used, under both laws, which
P

involves the application of resources to areas and individuals in need

of those resources. Inherent in this definition is the problem 9f
A flexibility. Since the resources da exist; the issue becomes how easi-

ly they can be combined and coordinated. Historically, coordination

efforts have fOcused on questions of flexibility that are largely

administrative copcerns.

This perspective is particularly useful for understanding how

Federal programs operate on the local level. The concern on all levels

of govehment is how to fit Federal programs with other applicable

State-andlocal leSources to meet local needs--an approach that

reverses the Federal perspective. For example,, Federal vocational
1

education d CETA monies are often used with other monies to develop

programs. 'In Modesto, California, the city schools entered into an

agreement with the county CETA prime sponsor and the California

Oeparment of Rehabilitation to establish and maintain a career

' vocational evaluation center designed to assess handicapped pupils'

employability skills.87

Federal vocational education and CETA-dollars have also been used

by'schools to develop programs that combine resources-from community
\
development block grant monies, Title XX of the Social Security Aft,

ESEA funds, and various *State, local, and private funds. The Economic a-

Development Administration and the various rivionarcommissions may al-
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so provide revenues to develop programs.88 Moreover, these com-

bined funds may be targeted on a variety of individuals and operated,
4

according to one accoujt, by no less than 12 different kinds of educa-

tion agencies that deal with vocational 'education." In Hartford,

Connecticut: the school,system created an alternative vocational pro-
.

gram that involves 11 different funding sources." Such ingenuity

requires the ability to pool monies with differing application, report-

ing, and fiscal cycles. In theory, the pooling of funds is feasible.

In practice, those same funds may not have the administrative flexibil-

ity necessary for the efficient operation ogram.

The flexibility of financial resources varies according to.the re-

cipient of the funds, the purposes for whiCh they are fobe spent, and

the amount avairable. The process is complicated by the intervention

of State and local laws,91 and the co straints in the operation oft,

grants-in-aid programs by the Consrilution and the courts.92 %For

example, many target populations are eligible to receive funds under

more than one Federal statute. This iS the case for-those economicallA

disadvantaged individuals'who fit both the Vocational Education Act and

CETA's different definitions of economically disadvantage6.93 This

is even greater for handicapped individuals 'who are or are not eligible

for fuds depending upon whether the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act, the Vocitional Rehabilitation Act, or.the Vocational Edu-

cation Act definition of a handicapped individual is used. Even when

there is a fit across definitions,,a problem can occur because differ-

ent sources of funds are to be used for different purposes. The need

to fit together the purposes of legislation is shown, for example,

under the CETA Title VI public service job monies, which may be matched

by vocational education monies and other CETA dollars to provide train-

ing programs for school employees. Pooling fundS effectively' requires
19

that this be done efficienay ,
''

, and some funds may not be worth the ef- $

fort. For example, VEA dollars for economically disadvantaged persons

are distributed to the States and thenf'to LEAs. These funds require a
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50 percent match at the State or local level. Moreover, the Federal

) VEA funds can only be used to pay for the excess cost above the regular

cost of maintaining an individual in a program. CETA dollars, on the

other hand, go .directly to local prime sponsors who distribute the

monies to contractors for programs where no matching dollars are re-

quired.

Following enactment of the Education Amendments of 1976, organiza-

tions on
i

different levels of government prepared a series of documents

that act as a guide for pooling monies and resources to develop ,local

programs. These documents are remarkably varied not only in topic but

also in terms of who developed them. For example, OVAE's program on

corrections education has prepared a resource guide to over 50 Federal

Irograms that can be used to develop education programs In correctional

institutions. The guide further enumerates how to apply for these pro-

grams.94 The Women's Burea at the Department of Labor produced a

guide to CETA that is freq0ently used by education orgapitations in

daeloping CETA programs for women.95 The California State Advis-

ory Council on Vocationa4 Education prepared a guide for developing

icomprehensive vocational services. This guide- lists some 60 Federal /

programs that can be linked into a comprehensive,delivery system on the

local level, and sing a matrix format, discusses relationships among

expenditures categories.96 The format is very similar to one

developed by the Minnesota Manpower Council to implement.YEDPA pro-

grams.97

Although this is not an exhaustive list, the diversity of these

few documents suggests that the various organizations and agencies in-

volved in developing coordinated programs are having similar problems.

Any coordinated activity assumes that 4 natural relationship exists be-

tween th PhenOmena being coordinated. Since so many of the observed

efforts are not prescribed by the legislation, this assumption seems to

hold. How well the statutes are able, to build on those natural pat-
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terns is a different kind of question.

The preface for this paper argues that many of the difficulties

encountered in administering.a legislative solution to a social problem

are inherent in the design of the solution. And by corollary, those

solutions that succeed do so only to the extent to which they consider

the behaviors -of the affected parties: be they people, organizations,

or jurisdictions. It would seem logical that when coordination is

desired, the effective legislation would consider mutual behavior.

In the case of CETA and vocational education, there is little

acknowledging of the status of the relationship between the two sys-

tems. Curiously, the least coordinated activity observed is around

those legislative mandates that are jointly prescriptive--planning

efforts and the development of "a consistent, integrated, and coordi-

nated approach" to meeting the "employment and training needs of the

nation." Yet this mandate is probably the most strategic of all

Attempts to pool resources since it raises a series of questions cen--1

tering on the effectiveness and efficiency of such an effort': Legisla-

tion can have incentives, but tt can also have un tended sanctions.

How a law specifies an administrative solution to a s cial problem will

affect the remedy. Coordinated activity may be facilitated more by the

Manner in which it is perceived than in by feasibility of the effort.

Administering Solutions

There are some 500 Federal grant-in-aid programs.98 Some pro-

grams may have cross-cutting purposes. At the same time, they may have

contradictory ones. In the case of himan resources policies, programs

are often developeein piecemeaj fashion, "a by-produckor consequence

of policy formation in other areas. "99 The) consequences of such

programs determines the types of coordination that may occur. These

consequences can stem from a variety of factors but, in Varge measure,
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result from the generic structure of the Federal legislation.

10

%

This paper has looked at two grant-in-aid programs as,if both had

similqr structures. This is not entirely correct. CETA,is really a

hybrid block grant program, first formulated from a cluster of categor-

ical programs that have; in time, come increasingly.under Federal con-,

trcill and have thus become more categbrical.100 One conseqUence of

thiSchange has been a tendency by the vocational education community

tO view CETA monies as MDTA monies -- as an entitlement rather than al

a written agreement with srtractual characteristics. Perceptions of

how programs should operate can lag behind legislative changes. In

this case, the institutional memory is almost 20 yeirs.

A similar evolutionary history is found in another human resources

program, the Community Development Block Grant: This program, like

CETA, is a Federal-local program having local decentralization of

'Aretisionmakinq as a programmatic goal. But again, with the passage of

time, the Federal role has become more extensive.101 There is evi-

denee hot only to support the fa-t that block grants have essential

features, tut.to suggest that those features can be differentiated by

the type of block grant.1O2 This implies that a serfes of arrange-

ments (dr fits) could exist to facilitate the implementation of strate-

gies to support a-common Federal goal.

1

In theory, block grants are polar to categorical programs. Under

block grants, the fundshav maximum flexibility in the use of those

resources but then 'opals may-be more difficult to achieve. This sug-

,gests that if the Federal government is to view program coordination in

strategic terms, then by definition, certain categorical properties may

emerge that hamper flexibility. Likewise, whatever the problein that

coordination is to address, such as youth unemployment, may be broad

as to complicate the number and kinds of programs that need to 6e coor-

dinated to cope with the problem.103 The question that arises is
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whether a coordinated Federal program strategy ,is feasible. An anger

requires a brief review f other efforts that invo 'lve the coordinatijn

-of Federal paTram5.

btu
Coordination among Federal :human resources programs is not new.

The organizational hTfiories of most agencies show at)east.some con

tact with other programs having overlapping goals or targetgroups to

be seared.
.

The vocational reqabilitation agency, for example, estab-
,

O ,

Pished-a formal written agreement with the Veteran's Administration in

1946, and,"in 1967, made a formal link with'the Office of Education's

special education and \46c.itional education to coordinate pr6grams. The

Adeiusually associated with cocdination, is that it is good to

have, but the goodness may be more symbolic than practiCed.104 The

11 question of feasibility becomes an issue not so much with the idea of

Wc rdination, but with its implementation, especially 2en awhen

perspective on a'probiem ismaintaped.,

-4, Many of the difficulties werienced in coordinating CETA and

vocational education programs are analogous, to the problems that the

. et Federal Government encountered in a1ministering the Model Cititi

Program inthe late 1960's. That program at=tempted to improve urban

ot
Was by designating certain target communities as models through the

pemonstratlon Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 and cbor-

.

'dinating other 'Federal programs that aid,diOrban areas with thegoals

of the Model Cities legislation) The str4tegies developed were contin-

gent on comscehensive planning and comprehensive funding* both of. which

ran into obstacles when an attempt was made to put these pro.cesses into

oper;ion.105, Different agencies had different operating proce-

dures an0 operated under different legislative and legal requirementi.

The problems for planning and funding were caked by the same structlir-

al hindrants that create obstacles'fdr CETA-vocational eddtation coor-
.

dination. Ar-the M6del Cities effort, the coljprehensive approach

was found to have utility on fhe local level. There coordination

4
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required a political strategy for resolving t e'diverse aims, of the

various units Of local government And othe'r oups serving different
. constituencies. Adopting a comueepsive spective required that ail.

needs be considered `in some rational or. planned manner. ,Ahe prolifera-

tion of programs that resulted from the planned use of comprehensive
funding appeased opposing constituencies and created a politica)

f' mediating force and permitted the goals of the Model Cities Program to
pu6nto plaCe.106

#fl

''Coordination efforts involvi9g many bureaucracies require a man-

date with some central authority that has the breadth of perspective

necessary to discern all the facors involved in coordination. Like

as

the CETA-vocational education effort,. the Model Citia program suffered

from 'thipioauthorjty's being invested in one of the units being coordi,

nated (the Department of Housiftrind urban Del-6Topment). This'restric.,

tion is clearlya'hindrance to the goals of the effort._

Coming Full Circle

The coordinatil of. Federal vocational education programs with

Federal employment andtraining programs came full circl.ewith_the pro-

posed Youth Act of 1980.107 This, legislation, Which was never

passed by the 95th Congreis, echoed the original MDTA legislation by

creatirg separate titles for eduhtion and employment and training pro-
,

grams. The:firstititle, an extension and revision of Title IV of.CETA,

followed t he comprehensive perspective of the CETA legislation by stat-

ing "the purpose of this Vale is to...promote a partnership and link-
,

agg among education Ind training programs for, the disadvantlged." The

22-percent set aside for in- school youth was rettined.'

11'

Title II priAided assistance tq school and school-aged popula-

tions.,,, It was unique in the history of coordination legislation for

several reasons. It was developed inect consultation wit h-educa-.
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tors, something that had not happened-to a great extent under earlier

versions%pf CETA. The approach chosen was modeled after the experience s.

gained in the introduction of'the ESEA legislation on how to target'

,federal incischool programs to serve disadvantaged youth. This,Pas men-

tioned earlier, utilized a knowledge base lacking in the development of

the youth inigtiative,at DOL.

The,uniqueness,of Title II is further displayed by it structure.

The legislation first lists findings on the role ?f schooli in serkving

the basic and gmployMent skills...4f secondary sdloolyouth; and then

gives the purpose of the legislation-4rovIding financial assistance to

support that role. Direct authority and purpose are establish& at the

authorizing level of .implementation. The Congress further recognized

.'the different roles of various sections of the cation community and

_targeted 25 percent of the Title II funds for voea nal edutation in

s6hoolis. As specified in the' act, the actual adnlini' ation of those

, dollars appears cumbersome. Local schools seeking to use these ponies

would first seek approval for their plans from the State Board of Voce.:

tiopal Education. As in State vocational education plans, approval

from outside parties would also be reqqired. As such, t administra-
.

tion of the Federal dollars was far from being admThistrati ely clear.

Once again, the.efforts of putting a program together could outweigh

the costs of running lt.

As the history of,coordinatdd efforts has shown, cldrity of legis-

lative intent and formal authority for implementation do not necessari-

ly lead td collaboration, especially if-these two processes are overly

prescriptive in detailing administrative pridures. Both public voca-

tional education and CETA delivery stems are diffuse and decentraliz-
e

eckenterprises. Decisions that make sense at the Federal level can

have quite the opposite effect'on the 4dal level. For exmliple, it may

I
seem logical.to Federal officials that a total sum should be o tainable

indicating the flow of dollars from prime slIdnsors to,local ucation ,
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agencies. Yet an operating knowledge, of how local agreements are

written indicates the obvious error in that belief. Coordination, if

it is to work, must be conceived in broad,' seemingly ambiguous terms r
pat are more than symbolic. The pooling of resources can be facili-

tated only if ,the definitions of target population, planning and budget

cycles, and other Structural determinantsof operating a program that

haye,,like a series of intersecting circles, a common overlap that acts,

as an efficient catalyst in formulating the effort. This has not,

historically, been the case. Under the implementation of MDTA, CETA,

and YEOPA, a massive effort went into identifying the'various resources

atd roles of the participants to establish coordinate) efforts.

Planning the 'use of resources represents the ideal or rational

activity, but the operation of-programs is redefined by the actors who

use those resources,. CoordinatV planning requires a knowledge of the

strengths and weaknesses of a variety Of organizations, prograMs, and

the like for meeting the diversity of individual needs for education

and training skills. To date, that knowledge base has been lacking.

Only witf it can strategies be discerned for intelligent planning ef-

forts. This suggests why the 1976 amendments were notlimore productive

in fostefing coordination, but'why'the resources for establishing pro-

gAm; offer by,CETA yid YEDPA,did produce results.

Making Coordination Fiasible

The coordination Fedemol education and employment and training

programs has been perceived in many different ways over the past 20

years because the social problems that these programs are designed to
. ..

solve are much broader than a combination of the programs. Ifonicaily,,

adopting a more comprehensive perCpective only compli es minis-

trative solution. It 4 perhaps much more/realistic to begin p anning

with the knowledge that the percepti6; of the problem will dict to the

administration of the solution. If the Congress hears testim$ny that
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schools and prime sponsors are not working together and that this con-

tributes to high youth unemployment in urban areas, any resulting leg-

islation likely will require that the two systems workNser together.

On the other hand, Governors or other State officials may argue that

States canlbest allocate resources among various groups responsible for

meeting training needs and therefore the resources should be allocated

to the States. The solution, often one of political comprbmise, may

attempt a remedy but in doing so it may ignore key structural problems

for coordinating programs.

Coordination between programs implies that certain commonali-

ties, points of equal definition, exist.'- This pri iple becomes more

important when coordination among three or more pror ms is required to

achieve a desired outcome.. From the perspective of operating Federal

programs, common grounds are merely uniform administrative procedures. .

For example, a local school _system may wish to establish an educa-

tion and training program for a group Wbandicapped students. While
.

the resources for such a program may exist omthe local and State lev-

els, it is mbre probable IChat they come ,from several Federal programs.

Piecing together an operating program from various resources requires

of only a knowledge of what is available, but of how to reconcile dif-

Ne
ferent funding cycles, regulations, reporting requirements, and the

like. Resources are pooled, within. the limits of a locil district's

expertise at handling the Federal bureaucracy. That Fede61 programs

have differing aims is not the prVlem. Diverse goals are necesSarxito

meet the broad range of individual' needs for education and trainang for

employment. But even similar goals require some direction if they are

to b4 implemented. "At the same time, too muchfdirection hampers their

flexibility and places limits on those who can be servp.

Coordination may not be. the answer. Because it is perceived as

being good does not mean that it is effective and efficient. In areas
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where the needs for training are similar and in large demand, it may be

easier, that is to say more efficient, to have re urces vested in one

authority. If the problem to be solved is com ex orf it must meet

diverse individual needs, separate solutions y be more effective. In

the former case, program coordination may not make sens . In the lat-

ter, it may be the only answer. The problem becomes ho4 to identify,

from a national perspective, those common points among \systems that

clarify authority to accomplish specific ends without hampering the

need to meet dissimilar goals. In terms of linking CETA and vocational

education prograAs, the problem translates into: "Who is responsible

for whit ?" Congress answered this in the early MDTA legislation, and

the Carter Administration dealt with it in the proposed Youth Act of

1980. It was 1410t unattended in the Education Amepdments of 1976.

CETA and vocational educdtion are only two of a variety. of pro-

grams that are loosely related under the term "human resources." While

all of,these programs elect the' development of individual potential,

the rationales fOr their'dev lopment often differ. By not considering

this fact, the Federal 'Govern ent has produced a variety of strategies

without having developed a systematic human resources policy. There-
,

fore, the promotion of CETA and vocational education coordination can

create confusion in the operation of ottitr policies, especially when

lines of authority are not clearly. 'drawn. A classic example of this
0.

involves making a decision about the eligibility of a student4 identi-

fied as learning disabled .under the Education of the Handicapped Act,

for a program sponsored under the special program for the disadvantaged

provisions of the VEA with stipends paid for by CETA. Is this possible

under current Federal law? Is it feasible within the boUnds of a local

education agency?

Despite their differences, the CETA and vocational education pro-

grams have many common characteristics, and they probably would have

more if the laws would clarify their roles in preparing individuals for
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employment. If coordination is perceived as a valid Federal role then

resolving probliks related to coordination is one of the most crucial

issues to be considered in the impending reauthorization of these laws.

Whether or not coordination will lead to a solution to the social prob-

lems that these programs are designed to resolve, especially when they

are formulated apart from'related Federal policies, remains a more dif-

ficult and perhaps spurious question.

re-
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